
 

 

Senior Pheasant Hunt 2015 by Roger Urbaniak 

Recently Washington has given us senior hunters a break.  Once we are over 65 we are given 4 days in 
September to hunt pheasant before the army of hunters gets their chance.  Hunting without a dog and 
this year hunt alone still puts the odds in favor of the roosters, but I decided I would rather play the 
underdog rather than not play at all.  The event is special enough that I chose to drive 300 miles to the 
SE corner of the State and hunt on land enhanced by Corps of Engineers as mitigation for displacing 
game when areas were flooded after hydroelectric dams were installed. 

Our VW campervan was loaded with food and supplies for pheasant hunting plus I even purchased an 
archery license for deer.  My deer permit would allow me to take a 3+ point buck (western count) or a 
doe.  On my last visit I had seen good numbers of both whitetail and mule deer.  I liked my chances 
well enough that I researched how I could deal with cleaning, butchering, and freezing the animal.  I 
even priced getting a new small freezer if we couldn’t fit it in ours.  Research is mostly done online 
these days as you can watch videos showing step by step what needs to be done to care for an animal, 
all for free. 

I left quite early in the morning since excitement of the upcoming hunt kept me from sleeping much.  
My camper rolled into the hunters parking area 10:30 A.M.  after a long drive.  Wild turkey were 
noted feeding and even one flying into a roost near town, but strangely, no deer were seen.  3 senior 
hunters were already there and two of them were preparing to leave.  They had seen a few birds but 
only shot one.  They had another area picked out that had produced for them in the past and were 
heading there to continue their hunt.  I was happy to have this hundreds of prime habitat almost to 
myself.  Company is fun on a hunt, but I enjoy the solitude of hunting alone more.  Surprisingly I do 
better alone, probably because I am quieter and get closer to the pheasants and other game before they 
know to take cover.   

My legs were still tired from an elk hunt in mountain area a few days earlier, so I had no trouble keeping 
my hunting gate slow.  I stop walking for up to 30 seconds when I am in likely bird cover as this trick 
can get pheasant hiding nearby to take flight.  Something to do with instinct telling them they have 
been scented.  I have successfully used this technique for years.   

Grass and brush seemed even taller this year, some areas were over my head.  Generally I avoid most 
of the really tall cover as I don’t get many flushes there.  My prime hunting areas are the patches of 
wheat, sunflower, plus shorter grass near them.  For some reason, if I am quiet, I get close to birds 
there before they either flush or run away.  With my momentary stop, they lose confidence in their 
hiding spot and take flight.  Not nearly as many roosters cackle anymore.  Those that do get shot at 
while silent birds escape when hunters fail to identify them properly.  I inspect flushing birds carefully 
before shooting. 

Noon arrives without any action. Soon thereafter a hen takes off at my feet in a wheat patch.  The 
commotion of her flush causes a rooster to take flight cackling from the far end of the field, a little out of 
my range.  After another hour I finally get a rooster to flush, possibly in range, but my two shots fail to 
slow its flight. It is time to go back to the camper for lunch and rest.  The only other hunter has now 
left.   I haven’t heard him shoot.  My suspicion is that only wild birds are available here this year.  



 

 

The first year that I hunted here, the Corps had released some planted birds making hunting them much 
easier.   
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After lunch I headed north of camp to see how cover and birds would be in that area.  I had purchased 
a small box of rotting fruit and tossed it out in a likely ravine hoping to attract deer for later bow 
hunting. Just before I reached my first wheat patch, I saw a pheasant land near it.  I walked to the area 
and hunted through it, then doubled back and stopped.  Grass moved and I ran towards it causing a 
rooster to flush-no cackle.  One shot and my hunt was now a success, as the bird tumbled.  I tucked it 
into my vest after savoring the moment and continued walking the patch.  I walked the perimeter first 
and then pushed my way through the middle near sprinklers.  Another rooster rose in front, cackled, 
and swerved towards the river.  Two shots seemed well placed, but the rooster continued to fly.  I 
marveled at how well dead birds could fly as I liked the shots I took.  The next wheat field was better 
however as I flushed a rooster near me, and comfortably took it.  A great day already was now even 
better. 

A new car pulled into the lot and parked near my camper.   Two hunters emerged and began hunting 
my way, proceeding to flush a bird from where my “dead” bird had landed but they did not shoot.   I 
watched the bird land after relatively short flight and decided to try my luck on another flush. After 
about 10 minutes of walking the area I decided to head back as my legs were tired.  No sooner did I 
turn to head back than the rooster flushed near my feet.  Once again I took good shots, once again it 
flew on.  That rooster truly had a charmed life, wore a bullet proof vest, or could it have been my aim?   

I talked with the two hunters, one from Mercer Island and the other from Maple Valley where my 
regular hunting buddy lives.  It is a small world. They had not see color in my bird and were surprised 
to find out it was a rooster.   When they left shortly thereafter I again had the area to myself.  I went 
out with my bow for 45 minutes but nothing was moving.  Some of my fruit was gone by morning 
though.  Dinner was over a campfire followed by early sleep when my tired legs started cramping.  
Fortunately I brought along some deep heat and when applied, kept the discomfort to a minimum. 

Morning came too soon as my body still ached.  After some oatmeal and coffee I walked the wheat 
patches again.  Only one rooster flushed and I missed it again.  Damn those cheap shells. Actually I 
suspect I was shooting over the birds as they tended to fly and glide like chucker, instead of rising.  
Aching legs and lots to do at home prompted me to leave by noon.  I had intended to hunt another 
area, but somehow got turned around on the country roads and could not find it.  I had had my fun.   
I was ready for home.  There is always next year.  I intend to be back, possibly with a companion.   

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


